First commandment of the investor
The portfolio construction is a three-step process:
1. Strategic Asset Allocation In Italy, the reasonableness-factor facilitates the real estate sector, as "the brick" assumes a dominant position in the investment choices. We can safely say that an asset allocation with zero real estate is assumed to be unreasonable. When building a strategic portfolio, we need to understand to what extent this solution is consistent with the objectives pursued (targeted funding ratio, targeted return given a level of risk)… …or it is influenced by irrational behaviors ("home bias", for example).
The features of a good strategic asset allocation and the real estate contribution C) Consistency between liquidity and holding period Real estate gives a negative contribution to the liquidity of the portfolio. Investors with a high propensity to real estate should therefore improve their model of liquidity risk management.
The features of a good strategic asset allocation and the real estate contribution
D) Diversification
All the most notorious cases of financial losses (LTCM, Barings, etc.) are the result of two factors: bad luck and error related to huge concentration. But diversification does not mean buying many products. Diversifying means taking positions in many risk factors.
Real estate as Risk Factor
Given an equally weighted portfolio of four asset classes, each one corresponding to a specific risk factor: -Bond area euro + Foreign Bond (hedged in euro); -Equity World (hedged in euro); -Foreign Currencies (both developed and emerging); -Real Estate Italy (House price index by Oxford Economics).
Given a 2-years time series, the following slide shows the Risk Contribution (in terms of Marginal-VaR) of every asset class. 

But the leader is often disputed
Unfortunately, Strategic Asset Allocation is often overlooked in favor of market timing and product selection. And as a consequence, Strategic Asset Allocation ends to be the center of gravity around which move the tactics and the product picking. Why Strategy is frequently mistreated? Because dynamism is beautiful, static is bad. The driver is the hope of not losing money in bear-market years. Because product selection and market timing are more funny, more subjective, never based on the precision of mathematics. Paraphrasing the Chef Gusteau's famous motto: "Anyone can pick a fund!".
But without the leader there is only anarchy
Unfortunately, if market timing and product selection are unruly, in other words if these choices are not consistent with the strategic allocation (that is a disciplined deviation from the strategy), the long term perspective loses all meaning and the investor becomes a short-term trader who lives day after day.
